
 

The results of the semi-final stage of the Republican subject Olympiads held by the Ministry of Education in allThe results of the semi-final stage of the Republican subject Olympiads held by the Ministry of Education in all
cities and regions of the country were announced. According to the results, the final stage of subject Olympiads will becities and regions of the country were announced. According to the results, the final stage of subject Olympiads will be
attended by 271 pupils in exact science and 415 pupils in humanitarian subjects.attended by 271 pupils in exact science and 415 pupils in humanitarian subjects.

Pupils can get information about their results from relevant Education Departments (offices).Pupils can get information about their results from relevant Education Departments (offices).

At the final stage, pupils will test their knowledge in two groups. Thus, 10th and 11th grade students will answerAt the final stage, pupils will test their knowledge in two groups. Thus, 10th and 11th grade students will answer
questions on the same materials in the category of upper age group, and 9th grade students and lower grade studentsquestions on the same materials in the category of upper age group, and 9th grade students and lower grade students
with special talents will answer questions on the same materials in the category of lower age group.with special talents will answer questions on the same materials in the category of lower age group.

During the final stage, pupils will answer open questions requiring proof, explanation and solution.During the final stage, pupils will answer open questions requiring proof, explanation and solution.

The final stage of subject Olympiads in exact subjects will be held on April 15-17, in humanitarian subjects will be heldThe final stage of subject Olympiads in exact subjects will be held on April 15-17, in humanitarian subjects will be held
on April 22-24. The registration process and the opening ceremony will be held on the first day of the final stage, theon April 22-24. The registration process and the opening ceremony will be held on the first day of the final stage, the
final stage will be held on the second day, and the results will be announced and the appeal process will be held onfinal stage will be held on the second day, and the results will be announced and the appeal process will be held on
the third day. the third day. 

It should be noted that the first - regional (city) stage of the Republican subject Olympiads was held onIt should be noted that the first - regional (city) stage of the Republican subject Olympiads was held on
January 17. More than 27 500 pupils participated in this stage. About 4500 pupils demonstrated their knowledge andJanuary 17. More than 27 500 pupils participated in this stage. About 4500 pupils demonstrated their knowledge and
skills in the semi-final round of the Olympiad.skills in the semi-final round of the Olympiad.
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